Accounts Receivable Management Software
From CoreCard Software, Inc.

REVOLVING CREDIT BILLING OPTIONS FOR MANUFACTURERS, DISTRIBUTORS, AND FINANCE COMPANIES
The most complex repayment programs for many companies to offer involve revolving credit functionality. Companies that offer “same as cash” programs are often forced to create extensive manual tracking systems to bill and account for accrued interest. Now, CoreCard offers an easier way for Accounting and IT departments to partner with Sales and Marketing departments to grow their business through the use of truly flexible financing programs.

CoreISSUE, built to handle revolving credit for both consumer and commercial credit card programs, can also be used to manage accounts receivable. CoreISSUE is a cost effective alternative for organizations looking to grow their business by offering their customers more repayment plan options.

SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE REPAYMENT OPTIONS
Delayed payment plans, revolving credit, extended payment terms, loans of all types, and nominal option leases are all possible with CoreISSUE configured for Accounts Receivable Management. Additionally, companies looking to expand their portfolios can add private label or branded credit cards.

CoreISSUE is easily integrated with any company’s existing accounting platform as a billing subsystem. Receivable items can originate from any “order to cash” or other receivable tracking program already in use and be passed to CoreISSUE, making it the “system of record” for all receivables. Interfaced with an accounting system CoreISSUE can provide full or summary level general ledger entries.

TRACK AND MANAGE RISK THROUGH ROBUST CUSTOMER HIERARCHY
Using the customer hierarchy scheme in CoreISSUE, it is easy to track parent/child relationships and the resulting overall exposure from the smallest office location right up through the corporate headquarters. This feature simplifies management of multiple credit limits across customer entities while enabling the credit department to better manage risk.

MANAGE DEALER OR DISTRIBUTOR RECEIVABLES
CoreISSUE makes it easy to setup programs that allow companies to manage and bill receivables for their dealers or distributors. This value added service benefits both the company and their customers, taking the burden off of customers while gaining additional control of their receivables.

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS DESIGNED TO SAVE MONEY
CoreCard’s products can be deployed by the customer or hosted and managed by CoreCard. Either option yields costs far less than those typically associated with a traditional processing company. CoreCard products can be readily configured to manage programs though the use of numerous easy-to-navigate tables and parameters.

CoreISSUE SUPPORTS BILLING FOR MULTIPLE TYPES OF RECEIVABLE ITEMS
With automatic transfer from order entry and other billing systems, CoreISSUE handles invoicing for:
• Product and Services
• Consumables
• Time and Material
• Meter Readings
• Recurring Charges, Fees and Penalties

CoreISSUE HANDLES ALL TYPES OF FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
CoreISSUE configured for Accounts Receivable Management provides the most advanced and feature rich solution for managing all types of receivable programs including:
• Revolving Credit Accounts
• Same as Cash Programs
• Extended Invoice Repayment Terms
• Inventory Financing
• Floor Plan Financing
• Conditional Sales Contracts
• Nominal Option Leases ($1.00 or Fixed Option)
• Line of Credit
• Rental Financing
• Fixed Asset Financing

CORECARD’S SUITE OF PRODUCTS PROVIDES ADDITIONAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FUNCTIONALITY
CoreCard can provide a complete accounts receivable management solution by adding one or more of our other products that support dispute management, collections and sales. All of CoreCard’s products are built to leverage the power of the shared components found in CoreENGINE, its transaction processing platform.

CoreCOLLECT
• Champion/Challenger Recovery Strategies
• Collections Automation

CoreDISPUTE
• Disputes and Chargebacks
• Predefined and User-defined Queues

CoreSALES
• Commission Calculations for CSRs, Collectors and Merchant Sales Reps
Accounts Receivable Management Software and Services  
from the Company that Knows Credit Card Processing

Since 1984 CoreCard’s management team has been responsible for developing three of the most widely used card and accounts receivable management systems for the market, CardPac®, Vision21® and VisionPlus®.

Never happy resting on past achievements, they leveraged their decades of industry and product knowledge to build CoreCard’s account management system designed to support Accounts Receivable Management.

To learn how CoreCard can reduce costs and help manage your accounts receivable, call +1-770-564-8000.

Technical Requirements Overview

Operating Systems
Microsoft Windows

Database
Microsoft SQL Server
Oracle

Hardware
Intel-PCs and Servers

Supported Interfaces
TCP/IP
SNMP
Host Connectivity
MSMQ
ISO 8583
XML
SMTP
HTTP
HTTPS

For the most current information on supported components, please request CoreCard’s Technology Guidelines.